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Relatedly, I really need to read _Humanities in the 21st
Century_ collection edited by @elebelfiore
us.macmillan.com/humanitiesinth… #twitterstorians
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Relatedly, I really need to read _Humanities in the 21st
Century_ collection edited by @elebelfiore
us.macmillan.com/humanitiesinth… #twitterstorians
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@histoftech “Humanities C21” collection has various items
I’d be intrstd to read if weren’t enclosed & inaccessible
there. #twitterstorians
4:18 PM - 29 Nov 2013
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.@tmccormick If you don't want to support legitimate work
academics & academic publishers do with your dollars,
that's yr business. #blocked
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.@illinoistech prof @histoftech attacks, blocks, shames me
for pro#openaccess remark. #illinoistech
#twitterstorians pic.twitter.com/WbG42IbeEh
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.@illinoistech prof @histoftech attacks, blocks, shames me
for pro-#openaccess remark. #illinoistech #twitterstorians
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.@tmccormick You've been snarky and combative to me
(and my @illinoistech colleagues) multiple times. You
ought to feel ashamed.
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@histoftech I invite anyone to read & compare my mild
remarks, not even related to you, to yr attacks & effort to
shame. Embarrassing to IIT
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@tmccormick No attacks or shaming from me. You
tweeted at my employer & multiple twitter communities in
your efforts to shame & silence me.
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@tmccormick No attacks or shaming from me. You tweeted
at my employer & multiple twitter communities in your efforts
to shame & silence me.
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@histoftech it's OTR. In response to private (direct)
remarks not abt you, you publically attacked me
personally. Illadvised, I'd say.
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@histoftech it's OTR. In response to private (direct) remarks
not abt you, you publically attacked me personally. Illadvised, I'd say.
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@histoftech if you don't like my tone, can (& did) unfollow
& block; or reply direct. To publicly denounce me seems
gratuitous & intolerant.
8:47 PM - 29 Nov 2013
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